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Abstract— Using a model based on the time-autocorrelation
function for time-varying MIMO channels, we find a lower bound
on capacity for trained modulation, and find the training signal,
training power, and length of training signal which maximize this
bound. An approximation for the training frequency which max-
imizes the bound at high SNR is given for Jakes’ fading model.
The capacity for differential unitary space-time modulation is
discussed and compared with that for trained modulation. We
present several numerical examples to illustrate our results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in time-varying multiple-antenna channels has in-
creased recently, motivated by demand for high bandwidth
mobile wireless data links. This has prompted investigation
of techniques that can handle time varying channels. Trained
and differential modulation are possibly the simplest of these
methods. Though these techniques are not ideal for a time-
varying channel, they are often used because of their simplic-
ity. The parameters that optimize a lower bound on capacity
for a training-based scheme have been found by Hassibi
and Hochwald [1] for a Rayleigh distributed channel. They
assume quasi-static fading, or that the channel coefficients are
constant for a given coherence interval before changing to new
independent values. The optimal training signal is found to be
unitary, and the optimal training signal length, training power,
and number of transmit antennas are also derived.

Another approach for time-varying fading is to assume
that the receiver has no knowledge of the channel. This is
in contrast to receivers for trained modulation, for example,
which assume that the channel is known by the receiver. In
the case of no channel knowledge, unitary signals have been
found to be optimal [2]. Several signaling schemes have been
developed using this assumption, including differential space-
time modulation [3], [4].

A different channel model was used in [5], [6] where
the time-autocorrelation function of the channel coefficients
and multiple first-order AR processes are used to model the
channel. An effective SNR that includes the penalty due
to channel estimation and time variation is found. In this
paper, we use this channel model to derive a lower bound
on capacity for training-based systems that use a minimum
mean-square-error (MMSE) channel estimator. This bound is
the extension of Hassibi and Hochwald’s results [1] to a

time-varying channel with known autocorrelation function. We
find the training signal, training signal length, and training
power which maximize the capacity bound, as well as an
approximation to the optimal training period. We also discuss
the capacity of differential modulation.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

Assume a flat-fading communications environment with
M transmit and N receive antennas. A complex channel
coefficient that is assumed constant for a symbol of length
Ts describes the effect of the propagation between each pair
of transmit and receive antennas. These channel coefficients
are assumed to be independent from element to element across
the antenna array. At each receive antenna, interference and
other disturbances add temporally and spatially independent
noise to the signal. In this case, the channel equation can be
written in matrix form:

X =
√

ρ

M
SH + V , (1)

where X is a Ts ×N matrix of received data, S is a Ts ×M
signal matrix, H is a M × N matrix of channel coefficients,
and V is a Ts × N matrix of additive receiver noise. The
matrices S, H , and V all are assumed to be unit mean-square;1

the expected received SNR at each receive antenna is thus ρ.
Though we will derive several initial results that do not depend
on the distribution of H , the majority of this work will assume
that H has i.i.d. CN (0, 1) entries.

A. Channel Estimation

We apply this fading model to both training and data
transmission phases, resulting in the following joint channel
model

[
Xτ

Xd

]
=

[ √
ρτ

M SτHτ√
ρd

M SdHd

]
+

[
Vτ

Vd

]
, (2)

where the training signal Sτ has dimension Tτ × M and the
data signal has dimension Td ×M . Conservation of time and

1We say an M × N matrix A has unit mean-square if E[tr
(
AAH

)
] =

MN .
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energy yields the following:

T = Tτ + Td (3a)

ρT = ρτTτ + ρdTd , (3b)

where ρτ and ρd are the relative signal powers employed dur-
ing training and data transmission, respectively. An important
issue that we will address is the allocation of energy between
training and data transmission. We use the parameter κ to
make the tradeoff:

ρdTd = κρT (4a)

ρτTτ = (1 − κ)ρT . (4b)

The penalty due to channel estimation is also a major focus
of this work. We consider the MMSE estimator:

ĤMMSE =
√

ρτ

M

(
IM +

ρτ

M
SH

τ Sτ

)−1
SH

τ Xτ , (5)

and include the impact of using this channel estimator on the
achievable capacity.

B. Time Varying Model

The quasi-static model of a time-varying channel assumes
that T is the coherence length of the channel, or that the
channel is approximately constant for T samples. In our model
we go one step further, by allowing the channel to change
between the data and training phases of transmission. This
means that T is no longer a coherence interval, but is still the
coding interval or training period. We assume that the channel
varies according to the following first-order auto-regressive
(AR) or Gauss-innovations model:

Hd =
√
αTHτ +

√
1 − αTWd , (6)

where Hτ and Wd have the same distribution, are zero-mean,
and have unit mean-square; we also constrain 0 ≤ αT ≤
1. Under this model, Hd has the same distribution as Hτ .
Note that αT = 1 produces a time-invariant channel, and
αT = 0 indicates a channel with no temporal correlation. It
is important to note that the channel is not described by a
single AR model, but rather with multiple first-order models,
one for each time difference between the current sample and
the reference channel.

The parameter αT can be chosen to match the second order
statistics of models based on the mechanisms of physical prop-
agation. Let rhh(t) denote the time autocorrelation function of
an element of Hd. Solving the Yule-Walker equations for αT

in the first-order AR process (6) we obtain

αT =
[
rhh(T/2)
rhh(0)

]2

, (7)

which provides a reasonable choice for αT . For example,
assuming Jakes’ model of the land mobile fading channel [7],
rhh(t) = J0(2πft), where J0(·) is the zeroth-order Bessel
function of the first kind, f = fdTs, fd is the maximum
Doppler frequency in the fading environment, and Ts is
the sampling period. Under this model (7) leads to αT =
J0(πTf)2.

The Gauss-innovations model is an appropriate approxi-
mation when using decoders that depend only on a single
reference channel (i.e., decoders that assume the channel is
known). This fact is borne out by the simulation results of [5],
where excellent agreement is obtained with data generated
according to Jakes’ model, but analyzed with the Gauss-
innovations model.

III. CAPACITY

An analysis of the capacity achievable with trained modu-
lation over the time-varying channel described above is now
presented. A lower bound on capacity is derived, extending
the work of [1] to a time-varying channel with known auto-
correlation function. We find that while the lower bound is
significantly different than that in [1], the parameters which
optimize the bound are not. Finally, we present an analytic
approximation for the best training frequency assuming the
specific case of Jakes’ model for the time-variations of the
channel.

A. Capacity and Effective SNR

Section II describes in detail the relationship between the
channel seen by the received and training data:

Xd =
√

ρd

M
SdHd + Vd

=
√
αT

ρd

M
SdHτ +

√
(1 − αT )

ρd

M
SdW + Vd .

The difference between the estimated diffuse channel and that
seen by the training data is H̃τ = Hτ − Ĥτ . We can now
separate the received signal from the effective noise, denoted
by V ′

d :

Xd =
√
αT

ρd

M
SdĤτ + (8)

√
αT

ρd

M
SdH̃τ +

√
(1 − αT )

ρd

M
SdW + Vd

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V ′

d

.

The variance of the effective noise is now found:

σ2
V ′

d
=

1
TdN

E tr
[
V ′H

d V ′
d

]
(9)

= ρdαTσ
2
H̃τ

+ ρd(1 − αT ) + 1 ,

where the variance of the channel estimation error is

σ2
H̃τ

=
1

MN
E tr

[
H̃H

τ H̃τ

]
.

There are several differences between the equations for Xd

in (2) and (8). In the former the channel contains an unknown
diffuse component, while in (8) the channel component Ĥτ

is completely known. Theorem 1 of [1] provides a means
to bound the capacity for trained modulation in this case. It
indicates that the capacity for a training-based system with
a known rotationally-invariant channel is lower bounded by
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a system with i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise. By restricting
Ĥτ to have i.i.d. CN (0, 1) elements, we can write

Cτ ≥ T − Tτ

T
E

[
log

∣∣∣∣IN + ρeff
H̄HH̄

M

∣∣∣∣

]
, (10)

where

ρeff =
ρdαTσ

2
Ĥτ

ρdασ2
H̃τ

+ ρd(1 − αT ) + 1
, (11)

H̄ is the normalized channel estimate H̄ = 1
σĤτ

Ĥτ , and

σ2
Ĥτ

=
1

MN
E tr

[
ĤH

τ Ĥτ

]
.

B. Optimizing the Lower Bound

Inspection of (10) reveals that that the training signal
only enters the equation through the effective SNR term.
Thus, to maximize the lower bound on capacity, one need
only maximize ρeff. From the characteristics of our MMSE
estimator, we know that σ2

H̃τ
= 1−σ2

Ĥτ
. This allows a different

form for ρeff:

ρeff =
ρd + 1

ρdαTσ2
H̃τ

+ ρd(1 − αT ) + 1
− 1 . (12)

Thus, minimizing σ2
H̃τ

also maximizes (10); the problem of
minimizing σ2

H̃τ
has already been solved in [1] where the

optimal training signal is found to satisfy

SH
τ Sτ = TτIM . (13)

We will assume unitary training signals throughout the re-
mainder of this work; in this case the variance of the channel
estimate is

σ2
Ĥτ

=
ρτ

Tτ

M

1 + ρτ
Tτ

M

, (14)

and the effective SNR becomes

ρeff =
ρdρταTTτ

(M + ρτTτ )(1 + ρd) − αT ρdρτTτ
. (15)

We now turn our attention to optimizing the power allo-
cation between training and data transmission. Using (4) we
write

ρeff =
αTκρ

T
Td

(1 − κ)ρT

(M + (1 − κ)ρT )(1 + κρ T
Td

) − αTκρ
T
Td

(1 − κ)ρT
.

Rewriting this equation to emphasize the relationship between
Td and M , the following is obtained:

ρeff =
ρT

Td −M

αTκ(1 − κ)

−κ+ Td(M+ρT )
ρT (Td−M) + κ(1−κ)ρT (1−αT )

Td−M

. (16)

We consider first the case Td > M . Differentiating (16) and
solving for κ we find that

κ =
TdρT + TdM

TdρT −MρT
− (17)

√
T 2

d ρTM + T 2
dM

2 +M2ρTTd +Mρ2T 2Td

TdρT −MρT

The cases where Td = M and Td < M are handled in a
similar way. Summarizing the results, we find that the best
power allocation is

κ =






γ −
√
γ(γ − 1) for Td > M
1
2 for Td = M

γ +
√
γ(γ − 1) for Td < M

, (18)

where

γ =
Td(M + ρT )
ρT (Td −M)

. (19)

This is the same power allocation found in [1] where quasi-
static fading was assumed.

We now consider optimizing the length of the training
signal. Increasing Tτ increases the quality of the channel
estimate, but decreases the amount of time available for data
communication. Note that Tτ must be at least M in order to
obtain a channel estimate. Let Q = min(M,N) and λ be an
arbitrary eigenvalue of the matrix H̄HH̄

M . Then the bound (10)
can be expressed as

Cτ ≥ QTd

T
E log(1 + ρeffλ)

�
= Ct . (20)

We choose to find the Td that will maximize Ct, and use that
result to determine the best training data length. The derivative
of Ct with respect to Td is

dCt

dTd
=

Q

T
E log(1+ρeffλ)+

QTd

T

dρeff

dTd
E

[
λ

1 + ρeffλ

]
. (21)

Assuming Td = M , we obtain

ρeff =
ρ2T 2αT

ρ2T 2(1 − αT ) + 4M(M + ρT )
, (22)

and dρeff
dTd

= 0 . This means that

dCt

dTd
=

Q

T
E log(1 + ρeffλ) ≥ 0 , (23)

and making Td as large as possible, or Tτ as small as possible
(Tτ = M ), maximizes the lower bound Ct. The same result
is obtained for Td > M and Td < M . The results obtained to
this point are now stated formally.

Theorem 1 (Optimal Sτ , κ and Tτ ): The training signal
for the training-based scheme described in Section II that
maximizes the lower bound (10) is unitary: SH

τ Sτ = MIM .
The optimal training length is Tτ = M , which implies that
Td = T −M . The optimal power allocation is given by

κ =






γ −
√
γ(γ − 1) for T > 2M
1
2 for T = 2M

γ +
√
γ(γ − 1) for T < 2M

, (24)

where

γ =
(T −M)(M + ρT )

ρT (T − 2M)
. (25)

The corresponding effective SNR is given by

ρeff =






ηαT
(
√

γ−
√

γ−1)2

(
√

γ−
√

γ−1)2(1−αT )η+1 for T > 2M
ρ2T 2αT

ρ2T 2(1−αT )+4M(M+ρT ) for T = 2M

ηαT
−(

√
−γ−

√
1−γ)2

(
√

−γ−
√

1−γ)2(1−αT )η+1 for T < 2M

, (26)
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where

η =
ρT

T − 2M
. (27)

The power allocation, training length, and training signal are
the same as obtained in [1] for quasi-static fading, though the
effective SNR (26) is significantly different.

The model presented in Section II allows the determination
of the best training frequency, which depends on the power,
number of transmit antennas, and autocorrelation function of
the channel coefficients:

T̂ = arg max
T

T −M

T
E

[
log

∣∣∣∣IN + ρeff
H̄HH̄

M

∣∣∣∣

]
. (28)

Because of the nature of the autocorrelation function and
ρeff, a closed form solution for T̂ is difficult to obtain. An
approximation for the specific case of Jakes’ model [7] can
be found for the high-SNR case; similar approximations can be
made for other autocorrelation functions. We begin by noting
the high-ρ effective SNR for this case:

ρ̂eff
�
= lim

ρ→∞
ρeff =

αT

1 − αT
. (29)

This value may be approximated for small values of fT by

ρ̂eff ≈ 2
(fTπ)2

�
= ρ̃eff . (30)

For fT = .05,
ρ̃eff − ρ̂eff

ρ̂eff
= 0.01 . (31)

In other words, for ρ > ρ̂eff, and T ≤ 1/(20f) the relation (30)
holds. A high-SNR, high-M capacity approximation to the
capacity of a non-coherent system [8]

C ≈
(

1 − M

T

)
M log

(ρ
e

)
(32)

is valid for M ≤ N , and M ≤ T/2. It is not immediately clear
how high the SNR and M must be; this is a topic for further
research. In (32), the term (1−M/T )M can be considered the
number of degrees of freedom for this training-based scheme.

Using the high-SNR approximation (30) in place of ρ
in (32), differentiating, and solving for T , we obtain an
expression for the best training period T̂ to use at high SNR:

T̂ = round

[
MW0

( √
2e

πMf

)]
, (33)

where W0(x) is the principal branch of Lambert’s W-
function [9] for any x ∈ C, and gives the solution w = W0(x)
such that wew = x. This approximation is restricted to the case
of high SNR, high M , and T ≤ 1/(20f), and thus should be
used with caution.

IV. DIFFERENTIAL MODULATION

Differential modulation, like trained modulation, is designed
for the case where the channel coefficients are unknown to
both the transmitter and receiver. Because of this similarity,
a comparison between differential and trained modulation is

useful. The following theorem was shown in [6] to accurately
characterize differential modulation.

Theorem 2 (Effective SNR for Differential Modulation):
Given the data model of Section II, assume that the channel
varies according to (6) with AR parameter α2M . The effective
SNR for differential space-time modulation is

ρD =
ρα2M

1 + α2M + (1 − α2M )ρ
≤ ρ

2
. (34)

In contrast to trained modulation, for differential modulation
there is only one design parameter: the number of transmit
antennas to use. For differential modulation with high numbers
of transmit antennas M , a symbol (which has length M ) is
long enough that the channel has changed significantly from
the previous symbol. The best number of antennas to use is
not apparent: does the system designer use many antennas in
order to obtain a high data rate, or fewer antennas so that the
channel more accurately obeys the quasi-static model?

In order to answer this question fully, an expression for
the capacity of differential modulation is required. However,
this is an open problem [10], though there is some reason to
believe that it is about half that for coherent modulation (when
the receiver, but not the transmitter knows the channel). The
unitary signals used for differential modulation have about half
the degrees of freedom of an arbitrary signal matrix, leading
to the idea that half the rate can be supported. In addition
to this argument, we note that differential modulation can be
seen as a member of the family of T ×M rectangular unitary
codes, for which the mutual information has been found [11].
Assuming T = 2M and N = M , we find the capacity gain
per 3dB increase in SNR [8] to be

(
1 − M

T

)
M =

M

2
, (35)

which is half the gain seen for the corresponding coherent
system.

For trained modulation the degrees of freedom seen is a
function of the coding interval T , as well as the number of
antennas used. If the system designer can chose M , then set-
ting M = T/2 maximizes capacity [1], [8], and results in M/2
degrees of freedom, the same as for differential modulation! In
this case, the high-SNR error floor for differential and trained
modulation is also the same.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A few plots illustrate the preceding results. Figure 1 shows
the capacity of trained modulation as a function of the power
allocation factor κ. The vertical line at κ = .71 shows the best
power allocation as determined from (24) for a normalized
Doppler frequency of f = 0.003, M = N = 2 antennas, a
training period of T = 14, training length Tτ = M , and an
SNR of ρ = 20 dB. The capacity bound from [1] (f = 0) is
also shown.

Figure 2 shows results of Monte-Carlo simulations for the
case of M = N = 4 antennas, training length Tτ = M ,
optimal power allocation κ, and f = .003. The inset shows
that for the case of 30 dB SNR the best training period to use
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Fig. 1. Allocation of power between training and communication.
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is T = 14. This is close to that obtained from the high-SNR
approximation (33), which indicates T̂ = 12. The main axis
shows capacity as a function of SNR for trained modulation
with T = 14. The capacity when the receiver knows the
channel is shown for comparison.

Figure 3 shows the effective SNR from (26) and from (34),
as well as that from [1] for the case of M = N = 2, training
length Tτ = M , optimal power allocation κ, coding interval
T = 14, and f = .003. In this case differential modulation
has higher effective SNR than that for trained modulation.
In contrast, differential modulation has M/2 = 1 degree of
freedom, while trained modulation has (1 − M/T )M = 1.7
degrees of freedom.
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